Information on JSC “Mubarekneftegazmontaj”
and its unitary enterprises
JSC "Mubarekneftegazmontaj" is a Construction and Assembly Trust
with over half a century-long experience in the market of contract works,
which has been providing its services to mining, processing, and
hydrocarbon transporting companies which are in the system of NHC
“Uzbekneftegaz”. For over the years of its activity, the Company has
established itself as a stable and competitive enterprise in the market of
contract services with strong production potential and human resources.
With the purpose of modernization and renewal of production
capacities and enhancing the competitiveness of enterprises, which operate
in the structure of JSC “Mubarekneftegazmontaj” and pursuant to the
Decree of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan No. UP 4720 dated
April 24, 2015, JSC “Mubarekneftegazmontaj” took certain measures to
attract a foreign investor to its activities.
To carry out the stated activities, JSC “Mubarekneftegazmontaj”
additionally issued 57,201 shares, which makes up 28.34% of the
authorized capital totaling 12,012,210 US dollars. The price of one share
totaled 210 US dollars for sale to a strategic foreign investor.
The types of activity of JSC "Mubarekneftegazmontaj" include:
- construction and repair of trunk oil and gas pipelines;
- quality control of welded joints, radiography, ultrasonic testing;
- installation of industrial pipelines and equipment:
- installation of technological tanks;
- plumbing;
-installation of ventilation systems;
- thermal treatment of welded joints;
- anti-corrosion treatment
- installation, setup and maintenance of fire alarm and automatic
foam fire suppression systems;
- installation of instrumentation systems;
- commissioning of electro technical systems;
- engineering setup and maintenance of instrumentation systems;
- overhauling of process units and utilities;
- manufacturing curve inserts of linear gas pipelines;
- manufacturing shaped fittings and spools;
- manufacturing wagon-houses;
- motor transport services for transporting equipment, materials and
personnel to construction sites;
- services of lifting mechanisms up to 200 tons;
- production of technical oxygen.
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The structure of JSC “Mubarekneftegazmontaj” includes six
specialized subsidiaries situated in the territory of Bukhara and
Kashkadarya regions. Each enterprise conducts its own specific
construction activities and is involved in the total volume of installation
works, as well as in construction of LLC “Shurtanneftegaz”, LLC
“Mubarekneftegaz”, LLC “Mubarek Gas Processing Plant" Subsidiary
Joint-Venture
“Kokdumalak’,
JV
"Kokdumalakgaz",
LLC
"Neftegazmontaj". The Company has participated in construction of
investment facilities, built under foreign projects with the use of foreign
technologies. Besides, the Company has been successfully cooperating
with such well-known foreign companies as: BSI Industries, LLC
“LUKOIL”, "Petronas", Chinese CNPC, South Korean IRED, JV Uz-Kor
Gas Chemical and many others. The Company’s each structural enterprise
has its own production and technical base and armed with necessary
equipment, power units, lifting machinery and equipment, mobile
production and technological motor transport, as well as highly-skilled
operating and technical personnel.
1. Unitary Enterprise “KIP Montajservice” is located in the town
of Kagan, Bukhara region. The main field of expertise of the enterprise is
the installation of instrumentation, setting up of automation and
commissioning of the equipment at the facilities of capital construction,
overhaul and maintenance, installation of process pipes, commissioning
and maintenance of fire alarm and automatic foam fire suppression
systems. “KIP Montajservice” was established in 1994 and operates in the
area of instrumentation and commissioning of automation equipment. It
has its own administrative building, industrial and technical base, two
petrol stations. The company employs 199 qualified specialists in the area
of instrumentation.
2. Unitary Enterprise “Karaul-bazar Maxsus Montaj” is located
in the town of Karaulbazar, Bukhara region. The main area of expertise of
the company is the construction and installation of ventilation systems,
plumbing installation and gasification of settlements. The company was
established in 1994, it has its own administrative building, industrial and
technological base, facilities, industrial spur for transporting fuel and
cargo, construction sites located in the town of Mubarek. The company
employs 254 industrial and construction personnel.
3. Unitary Enterprise “Neftegazuskunamontaj” is located in the
town of Karaulbazar, Bukhara region. The main area of expertise of the
company is the installation of surface and underground structures at oil and
gas industry facilities, installation of technological equipment and
pipelines, compressor stations, oil and gas refineries, as well as other
facilities of oil and gas industry. The company was established in 1994 and
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has its own production and administrative building, as well as industrial
and technological base, warehouses, facilities, buildings, construction sites
located in the towns of Kagan, Bukhara region, Shurtan and Mubarek,
Kashkadarya region. The company employs 365 production and technical
staff.
4. Unitary Enterprise “Trubodetal” is located in the town of
Kagan, Bukhara region. The main area of its expertise is the component
assembly of units and manufacture of pipeline fittings and christmas trees,
metal structures, supports for technological pipelines;
- manufacturing of the slings and sling hauling devices;
- manufacturing of expanded metal steel;
- providing oil and gas construction facilities with hoisting machines
and technical oxygen;
-providing special trucks for transportation of pipes and installation
of equipment;
The company was established in 1994 and operates in the industry of
localized products. The company has a territory of __hectares and an
industrial spur on its balance-sheet for supplies of fuel and other cargo.
The warehouses for cargo storage are manned with 584 highly qualified
engineering specialists and welders who are equipped with the following
equipment:
No.
Type
Quantity
1
Cranes, total
26
Including with carrying capacity
Up to 25 tons
17
Up to 50 tons
6
Over 50 tons and up to 200 tons
3
2
Pipelayers, total
23
3
Bulldozers and excavators, total
9
4

Welders and power stations, total
including propelled based on the base of
HTZ, RTM and K-701
5 Thermoblocks and field testing laboratories
on the basis of the KrAZ and Ural trucks
6 Pipe trucks on the basis of KrAZ and Ural
trucks
7 Trailers and saddle-type towing vehicles
8 Heavy-load dump trucks
9 Buses and microbuses, shift team trucks
10 Tank trucks

45
9
5
13
11
5
34
5

4
11 Other types of motor transport
12 Laboratory ETL/35K

98
1

5. “Mubarekneftegazmontajspetsstroy” LLC is located in the
town of Mubarek, Kashkadarya region. The main area of expertise is the
installation, tying the linear part of oil and gas pipelines, compressor
stations, oil and gas processing plants. The company was established in
1994, it has its own administrative building, industrial and technological
base, construction sites located on the territory of Kashkadarya region. It
employs 243 industrial - technical personnel.
6. “Neftegazsanoatarmaturasi” LLC is located in the town of
Kagan, Bukhara region. The company’s main area of expertise is civil
works during installation of technological equipment and participation in
the installation of the linear parts of gas pipelines. The company was
established in 2009. It employs 41 builders and fitters.

